
 
From: Robert E. Rutkowski [mailto:r_e_rutkowski@att.net]  
Sent: Friday, July 22, 2016 5:53 PM 
To: janet.yellen@frb.gov; Comments@fdic.gov; Office of the Director; regs.comments@occ.treas.gov; 
comments@sec.gov; boardmail@ncua.gov 
Subject: Proposed implementation of Wall Street incentive compensation rules as provided under Dodd-
Frank Sec. 956  
 
Janet Yellen, Chair 
Federal Reserve Board 
E: janet.yellen@frb.gov 
  
Robert E. Feldman, Executive Secretary 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation  
E: Comments@fdic.gov 
  
Mel Watt, Director  
Federal Housing Finance Agency  
Email: Director@FHFA.gov 
  
Legislative and Regulatory Activities Division  
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency  
E: regs.comments@occ.treas.gov   
  
Mr. Brent J. Fields 
Secretary Securities and Exchange Commission 
E: comments@sec.gov 
  
Mr. Gerard S. Poliquin 
Secretary of the Board National Credit Union Administration  
boardmail@ncua.gov  
  
Re: Proposed implementation of Wall Street incentive compensation rules as provided under Dodd-Frank 
Sec. 956  
  
Dear Gentlemen: 
  
Commenting on the proposed rule regarding incentive compensation in the financial industry. This 
proposal is a significant improvement over the 2011 version. Strongly supported are measures to extend 
compensation deferral requirements beyond top executives to all employees who could put large financial 
firms at risk, as well as the improved requirements for internal governance of bonus pay and the 
limitations on inappropriate pay practices such as volume-based compensation. However, deep concern 
is expressed that loopholes in the regulation will allow a reckless Wall Street bonus culture to continue, 
putting taxpayers and the broader economy at risk. The specific issues of most concern are as follows:  
  
1. Requirements regarding the deferral of bonuses are too weak  
  
The proposal requires 60 percent of bonus pay to be deferred for only four years for the most senior 
executives at the largest banks, with even lower levels of deferral for other employees whose activities 
could put the financial institution at risk and executives at midsize banks. The proposal also allows pay to 
vest in equal (pro rata) shares each year. Thus, even the very highestranking executives could receive 70 
percent of their pay within two years and 85% within three years. To curb short-term, reckless behavior, 
deferral periods must be significantly longer, ideally more than five years, to cover the typical length of a 
credit cycle, with cliff vesting.  
  



2. The proposal gives management too much discretion over clawbacks and other adjustments to pay for 
misconduct  
  
The Dodd-Frank law requires regulators to ban forms of incentive compensation that induce inappropriate 
risk-taking. Yet even in a circumstance where such risk-taking or misconduct is clearly found, this 
proposed rule requires only that companies “consider” reducing bonus pay. Firms are required to have 
“clawback” policies for pay already awarded, but again, implementation is left to management discretion. 
Such policies should be mandatory and firms should be required to publicly disclose the individuals 
subject to the clawback and the amounts involved. The triggers for clawbacks should also be stronger 
and cover systematic failures of supervision within the individual’s sphere of managerial responsibility, not 
simply actions of the single individual in question. Also, the proposal should require that boards of 
directors identify a class of senior executives whose pay will be subject to being clawed back to satisfy 
regulatory penalties imposed on the firm.  
  
3. Restrictions on stock options should be strengthened.  
  
I appreciate the effort to discourage use of stock options, which can be especially problematic in 
encouraging short-term, reckless behavior. However, it would be more effective to either ban stock 
options entirely or limit them to no more than 15 percent of total compensation. The current proposal to 
limit options as a percentage of deferred incentive compensation could serve as an incentive to provide 
excessive amounts of other forms of compensation.  
  
4. Hedging of incentive compensation should be banned for individuals as well as the firm. 
  
Bonus deferral will not be effective in reducing inappropriate risk-taking if employees can use hedging 
strategies to reduce their risk to poor company performance. Because the current proposal does not limit 
hedging of bonus pay by individual employees, only by the bank itself, it will not be effective at preventing 
compensation hedging. The Bank of England already requires the banks it supervises to maintain policies 
that prohibit individual hedging, and several major U.S. banks have voluntarily instituted such anti-
hedging policies. This rule should do so as well.  
  
Unless these issues are addressed, the Wall Street bonus culture will continue to create incentives for 
inappropriate short-term risk-taking that could create disastrous long term consequences for society. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
Robert E. Rutkowski  

cc: House Democratic Whip Office 
 
2527 Faxon Court 
Topeka, Kansas 66605-2086 
P/F: 1 785 379-9671 
E-mail: r_e_rutkowski@att.net 

 


